
Aloha to a Unique 
Yoga Franchise Opportunity!



Founded in 2018, Shaka Power Yoga began as a 
brick-and-mortar yoga studio and has since grown our 
offerings to include Shaka Kai SUP Yoga, a stand up 
paddleboard (SUP) yoga franchise opportunity. 

Shaka Kai SUP Yoga launched summer of 2019 at the 
Balmoral Lagoon in Humble, TX.  In our second year of 
operation, we expanded our program and serviced 
two Lagoons powered by Crystal Lagoons technology 
in the Houston area, including Balmoral Lagoon and 
Lago Mar Lagoon.  During the midst of the COVID-19 
pandemic, we were able to triple our revenue 
compared to our prior year by providing a safe and 
unique experience for outdoor lovers, yoga 
practitioners, and fitness enthusiasts.

SHARE THE ALOHA



Yoga on a paddle board? 
Yes, please.

Offering a new and exciting experience to 
customers and franchisees alike, Shaka Kai SUP 
Yoga’s mission is to make the spirit of aloha 
come alive through yoga in nature. 

Stand UP Paddleboard (SUP) Yoga provides an 
all-in-one experience by challenging 
participants to test their balance, encouraging 
them to play and fall in the water, and allowing 
them to experience the serenity of being one 
with nature. Shaka Kai SUP Yoga’s program has 
been approved by Crystal Lagoons, delivering 
a unique niche in the yoga industry as we aim 
to grow exponentially globally.

Founder, Jenny Normand, has 15 years of yoga 
experience and equivalent business 
management experience, managing global 
retail operations with a fortune   500 company. 
Jenny has become a visionary leader and 
entrepreneur constantly reinventing the 
business to adapt to the ever-changing 
business environment. 



A water and yoga experience 
that will set you apart 

Shaka Kai SUP Yoga is more than a fitness or yoga activity, it is a unique 
nature and physical experience. Shaka Kai SUP Yoga delivers an 
inclusive concept that provides options for different levels of physical 
activity and experience SUP Yoga at lagoons powered by Crystal 
Lagoons technology. We welcome everyone to experience Shaka 
Kai SUP Yoga.

Shaka Kai SUP Yoga is positioned to be one of the most 
recognizable brands in the yoga segment because of the 
unique SUP Yoga niche offered and approved by Crystal 
Lagoons.  Through a combination of market experience, solid 
franchise partnerships, and a replicable approach to the 
yoga business, Shaka Kai SUP Yoga’s ambition is to expand 
its presence through the addition of over sixty new global 
franchise units over the next five years.

As a part of our franchise team, you will be supported by 
both the expertise of ownership and working with an 
approved program by Crystal Lagoons. Here is why you 
should franchise with us:

 • Strong operating corporate location in Houston, TX 
             with a successful financial standpoint
 • Unique niche, with diverse offerings that strengthen
             the ROI and operational resilience
 • A unique program approved by Crystal Lagoons
 • Adaptability of our model to nationwide and 
             global locations



We are seeking franchisees who have the 
following qualities to partner with us:

• Passion for Yoga & Fitness, Teaching &  
Business Development

• High Personal Standards - Excellence, 
Honesty, Integrity

• Passion for Leadership & 
Membership Development

• Strong Sales and Customer 
Service Experience

• Meet Financial Requirements

Are you a good fit for 
Shaka Kai SUP Yoga?



Would you like to offer an approved SUP Yoga program in your lagoon 

location? Are you limited or stalled by the overwhelming business needs, 

marketing, and operational side of the water related activities you offer at your 

lagoon? Shaka Kai SUP Yoga offers an established and successful SUP Yoga 

program to plug right into a proven system of techniques, marketing, 

administrative procedures, and management.  This allows the franchisee to 

focus on the customer and do what they do best. 

How we support our franchisees



Shaka Kai SUP Yoga will provide ongoing training 
and support in many areas critical to the success of 
the franchisee's business, including unit operations, 
training for additional teachers, maintenance, 
customer-service techniques, product ordering, 
suggested pricing guidelines and administrative 
procedures.

Operational Support

Shaka Kai SUP Yoga will coordinate development of 
advertising materials and strategies for the benefit 
of all members of the franchise network.  Shaka Kai 
SUP Yoga will provide guidelines for undertaking 
local promotional activities, cooperative, B2B 
advertising program guidance in addition to 
corporate advertising. We will provide support for 
the development of advertising programs, materials, 
and creative work for large-scale marketing and 
advertising efforts.

Marketing Support



Shaka Kai SUP Yoga will be providing support and 
guidance to franchisees on how to manage their 
books, but they will ultimately be instructed to hire 
their own CPA for their individual business. We will 
advise on franchise sales and overall program 
oversight. Shaka Power Yoga management and 
leadership will continue to research methods and 
techniques for franchise operations, including 
purchasing and promotional ideas that will help 
enhance unit-level profitability.

Supplier Programs & 
Franchisee Purchasing

Accounting, Research & 
Development

Shaka Kai SUP Yoga will negotiate quantity 
discounts on behalf of all of its members, passing 
some or all of these savings on to the franchisees.  
This will include elements such as apparel, business 
supplies, marketing materials and other needed 
items for operating a Shaka Kai SUP Yoga location. 
Shaka Kai SUP Yoga will be a designated supplier of 
all products to ensure quality and consistency of the 
product and generate peace of mind for the 
franchisee.



Estimated Minimum Initial investment: $70,000
Franchise Fee: $35,000
Royalty Fee: 8% of Gross Revenue
(Excluding Teacher Training Programs)

Contact us
Phone  832-413-3194
Email: aloha@shakapoweryoga.com
Website: www.shakakaisupyoga.com

Financial Overview




